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PMW-F5 & F55

15mm LW rails

Vocas Top handgrip kit 
#0350-1100

Incl. Cheese plate #0350-1300

 

Sony handgrip

Other brand
19mm support

80mm adjustable

Sony PMW-F5/55

Sony VCT14 tripod plate Sony VCT14 tripod plate

Vocas BP-19 #0480-0001

Vocas F5/55 support #0350-1000

15mm LW rails

15mm LW rails

19mm rails

19mm rails

Vocas cheese plate 
#0350-1300

Vocas Sony PMW-F5/55 support system

On tripod 
with Sony 
VCT14.

Directly on 
tripod.



Battery adapter plate for 15mm rails
For attaching different brands V-lock battery mount plates directly on 15mm 
rails. This plate can also hold one weight attachment plate (#0370-0200) and 
other 1/4”accessories.
#0370-0105

This is a selection of the most important accessories, all other accessories such as adaptor rings, side 
flags, filter frames etc, can be found at www.vocas.com.

15mm universal lens support
Universal lens support for 15mm rails. Adjustable for lenses varying from 

65mm to 105mm in diameter. 
#0360-0500

15mm lens support for Arri style (with central support post) lenses.
#0360-0550

Wooden handgrip
Ergonomically shaped wooden handgrip, equipped with Arri style rosette. 
Handgrip right #0390-0105
Handgrip left #0390-0104

Tilted handgrip bracket
Tilted 15mm handgrip bracket, for use on 15mm lightweight rails.
Equipped with Arri style rosette.
The rosettes are under a small angle allowing for more flexibility 
and better ergonomics.
#0390-0106

Follow focus MFC-1
This compact follow focus system enables the cameraman to control the 

focus with more precision. Attaches directly to any 15mm lightweight 
support with a quick-lock clamper. 

#0500-0001 
Drive gear tooth size M0.8, 46 teeth for any PL or cine lens.

#0500-0101
Flexible gear ring tooth size M0.8, with 2 movable stops. For use with 

cilindrical lenses with a focus barrel diameter between 40mm and 110mm.
#0500-0295

Monitor support
A monitor support that attaches directly to standard lightweight 15mm 
rails and allows the use of a small monitor, external viewfinder or other 

accessory that can be mounted on a 1/4” screw. 
For accessories up to 1,5 kg.

#0350-0410 (Magic arm length: 210mm)
#0350-0415 (Magic arm length: 105mm)

MB-215 matte box
Basic compact matte box, one fully rotatable 4”x4” filter frame and one fixed 4”x4” filter compartment in 
the hood. Max. lens diameter of 114mm.
Including a step down ring to the Vocas 105mm adapter ring system.
#0200-0215

MB-255 matte box
Advanced compact matte box, one fully rotatable 4”x4” filter frame, one non rotatable 
4”x4” filter frame, internal eyebrows and a French flag. Max. lens diameter of 114mm. 
Including a step down ring to the Vocas 105mm adapter ring system.
#0200-0255

MB-430 matte box
Advanced matte box, one fully rotatable 4”x5,65” / 5.65”x5,65” filter frame, one non 
rotatable  4”x5,65” / 5.65”x5,65” filter frame, one fixed 4”x5,65” filter compartment in 
the hood, internal eyebrows and a 
French flag. 
Max. lens diameter of 
138mm.
#0400-0430

MB-450 matte 
box
Full option high-end 
production matte box, two fully 
rotatable  4”x5,65” / 5.65”x5,65” 
filter frames, one non rotatable 
4”x5,65” filter frame, one optional 
fixed 4”x5,65” filter frame in the 
hood, one optional 138mm round 
filter in the rear, internal eyebrows 
and a foldable French flag. 
Max. lens diameter of 144mm.
#0400-0451

Universal HD recorder bracket
Can be attached to the rear ends of the 15mm rails, tiltable and adjustable in 
height. This bracket is strong enough for the heaviest recorders. Compatible with 
the Arri style rosette.
#0370-0300

Base plate for Sony PMW-F5 & F55
Transforms the camera into a true shoulder camera and makes the 

camera compatible with many other support systems.
Features an adjustable rubber shoulder pad, fixed rosette attachments 

and 15mm rails in the front and back.

Base plate, including two pairs of 15mm rails. #0350-1000

Top handgrip kit for Sony PMW-F5 & F55
This Top handgrip system has the following features:

•Adjustable and reversible handgrip position
•Wooden inlay for extra comfort

•Multiple hot-shoe attachments
•Height adjustable 15mm top rails

•Raised Cheese plate (Doesn’t interfere with camera cooling)
•Detachable Sony viewfinder mount

•Viewfinder adapter and cheese plate also separately available
Top handle kit, including one pair of 15mm rails. #0350-1100

Viewfinder cable protector and side 
cheese plate

This plate attaches directly to the right side of the top cheese plate 
and enables attachment of audio accessories while protecting the 

viewfinder cable.
#0350-1310

Balance plate 19mm BP-19
This balance plate allows the use of 19mm rails and precise calibration of the 

cameras centre of gravity on your tri-pod. This balance plate is adjustable 
both horizontally and vertically for optimal configuration with most 

broadcast level shoulder cameras equipped with dovetail type tripod plate. 
Including two pieces 19mm rail, 400mm in length. 

#0480-0001

Handgrip system accessories
There are many rosette style handgrip accessories available, such as: extenders, 
brackets and spacers available. 
Please check: www.vocas.com/accessories/handgrips for more details.

Handgrip set
This handgrip set fits on any 15mm studio, 15mm lightweight or 19mm rails. Compatible 
with the Arri style rosette. The handgrips can be rotated, positioned and tilted easily to 
achieve the perfect position for any situation.
Handgrip kit, including one handgrip #0390-0001
Handgrip kit, including two handgrips #0390-0002

Sony VCT-14 tripod plate

#0360-0500

Monitor / VF holder
#0350-0410 (Magic arm is 210mm)
#0350-0415 (Magic arm is 105mm)
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